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The Welfare Consequences of a Quantitative Search and Matching Approach to the Labor Market Masanori Kashiwagi Gakushuin University



What the Paper is About



Explores the quantitative impact on welfare in a standard search and matching model. Evaluates welfare under different parametric assumptions about bargaining power. Investigates which aspects of the parameterization are important for welfare consequences.



Motivation



Hosios (1990) condition: welfare is maximized if the bargaining power equals the matching elasticity. Literature on “Shimer (2005) puzzle” tends to assume the social optimum. Then what if the condition does not hold? What aspects of the parameterization/model are important?



Model Overview Continuous time. Risk-neutral agents (The mass is normalized to 1). Unemployed workers search for jobs. Employed workers leave their jobs with exogenous shocks (Poisson intensity s). Firms’ production: linear in labor. Vacancies are created with a certain cost. Free entry of vacancies. Matching between workers and jobs. Wages are determined though Nash bargaining.



Search and Matching Friction



Define u and v: Measures of unemployed workers and vacant jobs, respectively. The number of new matches: m(u, v), assumed to be constant returns to scale. An unemployed worker finds a job according to a Poisson intensity f (θ ) ≡ m(u, v)/u = m(1, θ ), where θ ≡ v/u. Similarly, a job is filled with intensity q(θ ) ≡ m(u, v)/v.



Bellman Equations (Value functions) U: unemployed worker, E: employed worker, J: filled job, V: vacancy rU = z + f (θ )(E − U ), rE = w + s(U − E), rJ = p − w + s(V − J ), rV = −c + q(θ )(J − V ). where r: discount rate, z: leisure, w: wage, c: cost of opening a vacancy, p: productivity V = 0, due to free entry.



Bargaining over Wages



β: worker’s bargaining power (1 − β: firm’s bargaining power) Wages maximize (E − U ) β (J − V )1− β Consequently, total surplus from a match is split according to



(1 − β)(E − U ) = β(J − V ).



Welfare



∫



e−rt (p(1 − u) + zu − cuθ )dt



subject to u˙ = s(1 − u) − f (θ )u. Algorithm: Pick an arbitrary initial unemployment rate. For each β, simulate the model long enough with a very small time grid and compute the welfare.



Condition for Social Optimality



Hosios (1990) condition: bargaining power = matching elasticity Under the Cobb–Douglas matching function m(u, v) = µuα v1−α , social optimum is attained when β = α. This paper’s analysis: consider the Cobb–Douglas matching function first. Later, a differing function is introduced.



Welfare Loss



Compute welfare with varying parameter values for bargaining power, W( β). Welfare loss is defined by L( β ) ≡



W ( β ) − W∗ × 100, W∗



where W∗ is the maximized welfare. (Under the Cobb–Douglas matching function, W∗ = W(α).)



Two Sets of Parameter Values



Parameter Productivity p Separation rate s Discount rate r Value of leisure z Matching technology µ Matching elasticity α Cost of vacancy c



U.S. (Shimer, 2005) 1 0.1 0.012 0.4 1.355 0.72 0.213



Table: Parameter Values.



Taiwan (Kashiwagi, 2015) 1 0.15 0.0035 0.565 0.56 0.58 0.214



Welfare Loss: United States (Loss is less than 1% for β ∈ [0.43, 0.91]) 5
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Figure: Welfare Loss: United States
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Welfare Loss: Taiwan (Loss is less than 1% for β ∈ [0.39, 0.75]) 5
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Figure: Welfare Loss: Taiwan
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Key Parameter Values



Matching elasticity α: determines the bargaining power that implements the social optimum. Matching technology µ: High µ implies the market is close to frictionless and less impact on welfare



Varying Matching Technology 5 µ=1.355 (original) µ=0.56 0
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Figure: Welfare Loss (United States): Varying Parameters of µ



Varying Matching Technology 5 µ=0.56 (original) µ=1.355 0
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Figure: Welfare Loss (Taiwan): Varying Parameters of µ



Alternative Quantitative Approach



Consider Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008). Alternative matching function m(u, v) =



uv



(uℓ + vℓ )



1/ℓ



Note that ∂m u 1 = 1− . ∂u m 1 + θℓ



,



Alternative Set of Parameter Values Parameter Productivity p Separation rate s Discount rate r Value of leisure z Matching parameter ℓ Cost of vacancy c



1 0.0081 0.0008 0.955 0.407 0.584



Table: Parameter Values of Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008).



Bargaining power in HM (2008): β = 0.052, calibrated by targeting the wage elasticity.



Welfare Loss, HM (2008) Framework (Upper bound for β: 0.88) 5
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Figure: Welfare Loss with the Hagedorn-Manovskii Parameters



Implications from the HM Case



Welfare loss is not significant. This implies that Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) account for the U.S. labor market volatility in a framework in which social optimum is nearly attained.



Intuition for Flatness



Key: z = 0.955, which is very close to productivity p(= 1). Consider the steady state. Per-period welfare is W = p − [(p − z)u + cv]. Variation of u does not have significant welfare consequences. High z implies high wages and low profits for firms. Regardless of β, v is small and its variation is largely mitigated.



Robustness Check Let z = 0.4 in the previous exercise. 5
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Figure: Welfare Loss under z = 0.4
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Conclusion Studied the quantitative impact on welfare of different parametric assumptions about bargaining power in a standard search and matching model. In the benchmark exercises, the welfare loss is less than 1% for a broad range of bargaining power. Under the Hagedorn–Manovskii (2008) framework, which accounts well for volatility, the welfare loss is almost flat. This is attributed to a high value of leisure, which is also the key to account for volatility.
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